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Guter Gefell nicht verzage / Hia keck vnd ring wol die wage.
The Art of Wrestling by Fabian von Auerswald

Forward.

In hope that it should please / the honor of the illuminated and highborn sovereign and lord / Lord John Frederick / Elector of Saxony / my gracious Lord / have I, Fabian von Auerswald / taken upon myself / the honorable and noble art / and the knightly virtue of wrestling / which I have, by the authority / of the wise and illuminated, highborn sovereign and lord / Lord Ernest / Elector of Saxony / blessed and Christian in his thought such as from the same widely-famed wrestling masters / as have instructed the Elector and the young men / of my gracious Lords / the Electors' sons / and other sovereigns Counts and Lords / who have from those noble men and myself learned. And I have, in the same knightly and noble art / instructed / and drawn together, and in an artful and systematic report / and text / brought into print which is also the righteous art of wrestling / and previously the figure of it never came. / Which high report I also beg my gracious sovereign and lord with God's help I have been bestowed / and from which many honorable and good people may profit / honorably and with piety / to honorable and knightly causes it will be brought to light. And it is my hope / my humble and friendly prayer that when / any so high or low in station / should my work and labor / encounter or acquire / That he would take from me the same gracious friendship and aid / and keep myself and my children in his aid / Now that I am an eccentric old man / For I was born in 1462 / And have this work in the Year of Our Lord 1537, in Wittenberg, completed.

The greatest companion is good balance, wrestling boldly, and never faint hearted.
1.

firstly, look and see
if your opponent comes to you high or low
If he is high / you must not worry
and may from these techniques,
as your senses guide you,
freely take
But if he is low
then have yourself in greater caution
2. The first is
that one makes a short wind for the hand,
left and right
Thereby you shall see
how the opponent will respond to a hold
The other technique of lock-wrestling.
Here I bring my left arm over his left, obstructing it and heave him up by his left leg, winding in above the knee and step with my left thigh, obstructing his right.

The trap and the step must be one thing, so quickly do they go together. And this goes for both sides.
4.
This piece is called the weakening of the arms
that you pull in on his left hand with your right
near the fist
so that he must bend.
5.

When you see / that he has bent himself
then take his left hand with your left
Thereafter, stretch your right hand under his chin and through
and while stretching
you must spring with your right leg
to obstruct his left thigh
then you are totally powerful over him.
6.
The shrugging of the opponent.
When I have wound him
then I come with my right hand on his right hand
and with my left hand on his right elbow
and cause him to shrug up for me / And during that shrug
I sweep my left hand under his right arm and through
And during that shrug / I step my left thigh behind his right
Then I heave him up with my left hip / and am totally powerful over him.
7. Running through under the arm.
In the assault I catch his left hand with my right
and lift it over him
and run through under his left arm with my head and body
and step my left thigh behind his left leg
and right myself up
so that I have him powerfully on my left hip.
8.

Winding over the arm with one hand
This is only a figure or note about winding over the arm which comes in the next piece.
9.
I set my left hand on his right arm
and with my right hand I catch him
10.

Wheeling the opponent
Here I step with my right thigh as wide as I can
behind his right thigh
11.

The trap

Thereafter I spring with my left thigh behind this is called the trap and I give a little in the balance this is called the wheeling of the opponent.
12.

**Lock-wrestling**

I come over his left arm and trap it with my left arm and step with my left leg, obstructing his right foot and lift him over my right knee.

This can be taken left or right.
13.

This is the winning step.
I step with my right thigh
close into his right
Thereafter hold yourself
as shown in the following figure.
14.
Step with the left thigh, obstructing his right leg and come in with your left hand under his chin and stretch him thereby thereby you win his back and the winning step is completed.
15.
While winding, I spring with my right thigh, winding it around his left leg and take the half-hip
When I have taken the half-hip,
and he has begun to break out of it
then I step with my right thigh entirely behind
so that I have my left hand on his shoulder
and pull him entirely over
17.
Here we come to the wheeling of the opponent
where one arm is over and the other under
my right arm must be under
and my left over
and I put my left hand on his right thigh
18.
Thereafter I must, with my left leg, step, winding around his right foot and glide my left hand around to his butt cheek and lift him up by his right side that is the wheeling of the opponent.
19.

When I place my left hand on his right thigh
then he should respond by placing his right hand on my left thigh
Then I must use my left hand / to remove his right hand
And as I do so, / I step backward
then I come to the precise piece
from which came the wheeling of the opponent,
himself.
20.

This is the winning step by the opponent
Here must one arm be under
the other over
and my right arm under
then I step the winning step with my right thigh between his legs
and with the left obstructing his right
21.
When I have stepped to the winning step
and with my left thigh
have come to obstruct his right
then he bends
then I come with my left hand against his throat
so that he is powerless against me.
What I lift up I shall lay down.

There must be one arm over
the other must be under
and when he would press me to himself
then I step forward with my right leg, obstructing his left
and, winding my left arm to his right thigh, heave his right thigh into the air
and give a little over backwards
then I am totally powerful over him.
23.

Benedict's technique

Here again must one arm be over
the other being under

and I press hard forward with my chin, next to his neck

And when I detect that he has bent

then I come with my left arm / between his legs

and pull him into me / If my chin gets through over him

then I have him where I want him.
The two hips.

This is the two hips / where again one arm is over, the other under
Then I step with my right thigh, over and behind his right leg
and take the hip and pull him over.
If he would not fall, / then he will bring his right leg for my right
and he steps with his left thigh behind it
then he also pulls me over
this is his threat.
The following figure applies to the next.
26.

The hips and elbows.

When someone grabs the front of my doublet
then I brush him off, with my elbow hard on his fist
and I sink low in the balance / so that my elbow sends his fist away
and as it gives off of me / I follow after with my right hand,
step through with my right thigh
and take the right hip,
which goes powerfully.
When I wish to make a trap
then I come with both arms over his arm, gathering him under
and heave him up by the arms
and with my right thigh I pull his left
thus is this trap so often wed to him
28.

When someone grabs the front of my doublet with both hands then I come with both of my elbows between his arms and I sink low in the balance so that I send both his arms away
29.
This piece is called breaking in with both elbows
When I have removed both his arms
then I have both of my arms under
then I grab both of his legs with my two arms
and have them in to me
and go for one of them with my knees
so that I bring his leg over my knee.
30.
The Misthack
When someone has both arms under
and presses me to himself with power
then I come with my right hand under his chin
and push it through him, away from me
And in pushing through
I come with my right leg, into the back of his left knee
This piece also goes left and right.
31.
I place my left hand on this right
as close as I can
then comes the following piece
32.
Then I grip under his right elbow with my left arm and pull him to me / then he begins to bend when he bends / then I slip my left hand to his right fist. Then comes a horrific wrenching of the arm that is woeful to behold. This is for rough people and is not gentlemanly.
When someone drives his head into my chest / and you cannot dislodge him because his force is unusually strong / This is a sign that he cannot nor will take anything / but he will only keep up his push / then one must step / with both hands on his collarbone, above his neck / and spring back in the balance, and suddenly / so that he falls to his knee / But if he is not wearing a doublet / then you must take care / that you embattle both of your arms over his neck / and bring them tightly together, / springing back in the balance / so that it is as one / But if he sets his head on you to either side / then grip his throat with the same hand / spring to the same side and slam him to the ground.
34.
Running through under the arm
Here I take his left hand
which I turn over
and slip my head under his left arm and through behind
and step with my left leg between his legs
Then my left hand comes between his legs
and I right myself up
and lift him all up in the air.
35.
With my left hand
I twitch his left hand to me
and come in with my left hand under his right elbow
Thus he gives me his entire back.
I let my right hand drive between his legs and behind strike his throat with my left hand and press low with the left hand heaving him with the right hand, all into the air.
37.
Here I must come upon his right thumb with my right hand,
with the left hand I come in behind his shoulder
Thus I bring him into the wheel.
When he springs with the right thigh
then I spring with the left, obstructing behind his right
and drive my left hand under his right
over and through his breast
thus I embattle his right thigh with my right hand.
39.
A break of lockwrestling
When he falls behind me with his right hand
then I take the left hip
This can be taken left and right.
40.
Another break against lockwrestling
When his right arm falls over his left
then I fall upon his neck with my left arm
and spring forward with my left thigh
and take the left hip
which goes completely freely.
41.

Break against the short hip
When he steps in with his left thigh
and takes the half hip
then his foot comes winding on my right foot
Then I trap him behind the knee with my right knee
and press low in the balance
then his is brought low onto his knee.
42.

Break against the high hip
Just when he springs in
then my left hand comes to his left shoulder
At the same time, I pull him over backwards
and grab him by his right thigh
Then I heave him all into the air.
43.

Break of the rejected hip
When he springs out with the hip
then I come with my left arm over his right shoulder and onto his neck
and bring him into me with my left hand
Thereafter I wind my right hand in and grab his right thigh
and heave him up and in, onto the left side
then I am his master.
44.

Break of shrugging the opponent.

When he shrugs me, with the left arm forward, then I step out with my left leg, obstructing behind his right and with my left elbow I bring him over backwards and catch him between his legs with my right arm.

This piece goes left and right.

[Note: the woodcut shows the technique with the sides reversed]
45.
Break of the hook that is called "Ausschupffen".
When someone has me in a hook
then I force his right thigh out with my left thigh
and at the same time I catch him with my right arm
Lift him up
then I am powerful over him.
This is a break against the break that is Ausschupffens. That when he would use the Ausschupffens on me, then I rapidly take the bar. It is a good help if he is smaller than me.
47.
Another break of the hook.
While he is entering,
I force my left thigh to displace his left foot and put him back with my left hand.
This technique cannot be caught by many.
48.
Another break of the hook.
I come with both hands to his throat
and bring him in before me
then he must weaken.
49.

When I bring him before me with both hands
then I lay my right hand on the back of his neck
and press him low with it
Thereafter, grab between his buttcheeks with my left hand
and turn him right over
just as one would take the wheeling of the opponent.
50.

Break against the break of the entering hook / I stay under him in his balance / and with my right arm I force his left arm out / just exactly as if I would run him into the hook / but stay standing with my legs. Thereby I learn / if he can break the entering hook / If he can, then he comes to it / then I come with my right over his breast and bring him back over my right knee / but if he cannot then I take the hook with his help.
51.
A Break against the hook and bar. / When he has run me into a hook then I stretch my left leg / so that he must take the bar
If he stays in the bar or runs me into the hook then I step with my left thigh out and behind, obstructing him and give myself completely low in the balance and grab his left leg with my right hand above his ankle / that that he has no more help
52.

Break against the bar in the hook.
When he stands with me in the hook
and I have stretched my left thigh so that he wishes me to the bar
and if he does not wish it
when immediately I give with my left thigh, out and behind him
and as I go I give low in the balance
so that his bar is broken.
53.
The left hip is again an entry to the hook.
54.
This is winding into the wheel.
here I must wind my right hand over his left arm, and to his body.
55. This is the break before the entering hip. That is what this piece is called. have good caution with it and it is called the bar of the left arm. If he would make an entry of the hip See it here: that you take the bar with the left arm under and through his left arm and presently set yourself in the balance on the left side.
56.
And if he has already come to the hook / then have caution for it
and wind your right foot with the toes outward
so that he cannot come to the short hip
After that he must take the high or rejected hip
so with your left hand to you / and set it hart on his side
under and through his left arm
and give in the balance onto the left side
and catch his right thigh with your right arm.
57.

And step, winding your left leg into his left foot
then heave his right thigh up with your right hand, and with your left hand
bring him over backwards
then he cannot come back with his left leg
then he falls over backward.
58.

The entering of the hook.
I pull his left arm in with my right hand
and come in over the ankle
and run in with my right thigh against his right leg
then I am right in the hook
59.

**Lockwrestling**

from which comes an armbreak.

When I come with my left arm over his left arm
then I must come with my arm high between his legs
then I stretch his left arm over it
then it must break
or be trapped.
60.
A legbreak.
When he stands with straight legs
then I thrust my right leg onto his left knee
But if he stands rightly in the balance
then I cannot do this.
61. The winding of the hips and the hook.

here comes the backward throw
when I have someone with my arm
then I go with my right arm over him
and wind my right hip forward / no
and run him into the hook
and stay with my left foot against him
Then the backward throw is fast and sure.
62.
If he comes at you with his hands out front
then you will take a piece of his fist
If he gives you the right hand
then you give him the left
If he gives you the left
then give him the right
And always with your thumb in the middle of his hand
As you see here.
63.

From this technique comes an armbreak.

Here I come with my right arm over his left arm, from a wind outside in behind his left elbow.

And if the arm does not break,

Then with my right thigh I pull out his left.
64.

Backward throw from the hook.

When I am in the hook
then I wind my left foot into him
Here must the hook and the hips be fast into him
after this I give behind him
and take the backward throw powerfully.
65.

The slant.
from the other hook goes the slant
thusly
When he has me hard in the hook
then I grab his right thigh with my left arm
and heave it up
Thereafter I step with my right thigh behind his left
Then I am his total master.
When he has stretched me out of the hook
then I come over both of his arms with my left arm
and do the same
as I would to take the slant
and thereby I take the left hip.
67.

The fork in the hook.

With my right thigh, I go high-- so high as I can and wind to the left with my body staying up with my thigh high in the air then I fall on top of him and he below.
68.
When someone falls upon me with both hands at my throat
Then I take his neck and arm together
rise up
and take the fork.
The short hip.

When he stretches my foot out of the hook then I step with my right thigh, winding out against his right foot and stretch my thigh.
70.
The high hip.
When I am in the hook
and my opponent stands wide against me
Then I spring for him with both of my legs
and as I spring, give myself low in the balance
and right my rear up
thus I have power to pull him up and over.
71.

The rejected hip.

When someone puts me in a hook
and he stands too wide against me
so that I cannot take the other hip
Then I spring him out of the hook with my right thigh
and wind entirely out with my hip
grab his left leg with my left arm
and run with him to the left / as long as I wish.
72.

Thereafter I let my right hand go to his head and at the same time grab his left leg up from under Thus I make him into a sackpipe.
This technique is called the back press.
When someone would bring me in to him
and I cannot take the hip
then I step out of the hook with my right thigh
as wide as I can
and press into the middle of his back with my right elbow
so that he must be trapped under me.
This is my threat.
74.
This is the outer hook.
When we sweeps under my right arm with his head
Then I take the backward throw
as I also put him in the right hook.
This is the underhook
that my right arm comes above his left
After this comes the backward throw.
76.

Whoever has this done to him and would deny the backward throw, then I step with my right thigh outside of his left and take the technique called the slant. He goes into the backward throw.
77.
This is also a technique from the underhook that is called the half hip.
Look, thou, and see: how men in the past would wrestle in the hole.

One stands in the hole
and may not remove his leg from it
and his opponent must hop on one leg
Much art comes of this
and it is funny to see.
This is the backwards throw from the hook to throw him out from the hole. It goes quickly and is very funny.
80.

This is the hip and the back of the knee which is also good when someone tries to throw me out from the hole. Then I come with my right thigh into the back of his knee and wind to the right side.
81.

This is a technique to throw someone from the hole it is called the Misthack here I come with my left leg into the back of his right knee and bring him over backwards.
This is a free technique from standing in the hole
When he enters into hooking me
Then I sweep through under his right arm with my head
and my right arm comes over the back of this neck
and my left arm comes between his legs
and runs him to the right
and I stay the whole time with my left thigh in the hole.
83.
This technique is done from within the hole
The trick is to take a hip
So I stand with my right thigh in the air
against him
And I stay with my left thigh in the hole
in the balance
is the trick.
84.
When he takes the Misthack against me
taking me on the inside with his left thigh
then I pull with my right thigh, winding inside his left
which is the break of the Misthack.
Then I take the technique that pulls
with my right leg
I pull on his left leg
then he must go out against the Mistsack on the side
and he must fall.
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Having recently completed a modern English-language translation of a 16th century wrestling manual, I have begun to turn my attention towards understanding, interpreting and teaching the martial arts system described in that book. Along the way, two observations about the structure and linguistic content of the book immediately presented themselves. This paper attempts to justify, though an analysis of the word usage in the text, a very close and literal reading of the individual words, while also attempting to make sense of some potentially confusing organizational elements with respect to the order in which information is presented.

Context

Fabian von Auerswald’s “Ringer kunst: funf und Achtzig Stücke” is one of the earliest printed books of wrestling, and has legitimate claims to a significant academic legacy: the eighty five plates described by the title, as well as the title plate and a portrait of the author, were created in the school of the notable painter and illustrator, Lucas Cranach the Elder. In addition, a note from the publisher, on the final page of the text, indicates that it was printed in Wittemberg in 1539, by Hans Lufft, who was also responsible for printing Martin Luther’s translation of the Bible, in the same city and at about the same time.

However, this interpretation will not be concerned with the importance of the figures involved in the creation of the book, but will focus solely on its content, looking in particular at the language that is used, and the manner in which the book is organized. It is hoped that this analysis may both improve the reader’s understanding of the system of martial arts described, and give some insight into the author’s intention in writing the book.

Verbal Analysis

Purpose: In reading this text, it became apparent that von Auerswald was using a tightly limited vocabulary, with a very specific and careful choice of wording throughout. In order to test this idea, and look more closely at how the word choices influence the reader’s understanding of the text, I
performed a basic analysis of the word usage, the results of which will be used to draw some conclusions about the significance of the limited vocabulary, and the specific words, that are used.

**Methods:** The verbal analysis presented here is based on the individual words used in the book. In order to focus on the technical material, I have discarded the forward, title plate, printer’s mark and author’s portraiture, including only the eighty five pieces of wrestling technique. The individual words in the text were considered, without reference to the context in which they appear: the individual words were collated into an alphabetically ordered list, without any indication of where each word appeared in the original text.

Different tenses and cases of each word were then convert into their root words (so, for example, the English words *eat*, *eaten* and *ate* would all be considered to be instances of the root word, *eat*), and root words were placed into one of six categories:

- **Verbs** (which include all verbs, in any form)
- **Descriptors** (which include words that direct placement, such as “in”, “out”, or “above”)
- **Anatomical words** (which refer to a specific part of the body: “foot”, “hand”, “leg”, etc.)
- **Technical words** (which refer to specific, named techniques, including locks, throws, etc.)
- **Timing words** (which include any words that suggest when, in an engagement, an action occurs. Examples include “then”, “when”, “before”, “while”, “thereafter”, etc.)
- **Miscellaneous words** (including articles, possessives, and all other words that do not fit any of the above categories).

**TABLE I: Results of verbal analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Tokens</th>
<th>Top 5 tokens, English translation (number of occurrences)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Descriptors</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>right (132), left (126), in (~80)*, to (45), on (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>come (39), take (35), step (31), go (28), trap (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anatomy</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>arm (74), hand (61), leg (60), thigh (52), hip (~17)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>then (118), when (41), before (27), as (10), thereafter (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>hook (37), break/counter (20), hip-throw (~17)*, balance (15), wind (14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results: The eighty five pieces of von Auerswald’s book are annotated by 3,527 German words; however, when the text is collated into “tokens”, or root words, as described above, there are fewer than 300 unique token words used. Of those, if we consider only the ten most common root words, (the, I, and, with, his, my, right, left, then, arm), they account for over 1400 words, nearly half of the words in the text. The results of this analysis are presented in Table I.

Known problems: Several words could not be reliably assigned to any category, without contextual clues, either because the same spelling was used to refer to two distinctive concepts, or because a single word may fit into either of several categories, depending on its usage. For example, the words “him” and “inside”, in modern German, translate as *ihn* and *in*, respectively, but in von Auerswald’s text, both are generally spelled as *in* (the same is true for the dative case, *ihm* and *im*). Also, some words may legitimately be placed in more than one category, depending on the context within which the word is used. For example, *Hüffe* (hip) can refer either to the anatomical body part, or to any of several hip-throw techniques (which are generally labeled with names such as “the short hip”, “high hip”, “half hip”, etc.). *As an approximation, the results above count half the occurrences of any questionable word in each of its possible categories (so, for example, I assume that half of the uses of the word *Hüffe* refer to the hips themselves, and so are counted in the anatomical category, while the other half are assumed to refer to hip-throw techniques, and are accounted for in the technical category).

Conclusions: Von Auerswald describes his entire martial system using fewer than 300 unique root words (or “tokens”), and fewer than 100 words account for over 90% of the text. This does indeed suggest a precision in language, which may in turn suggest that a close reading of apparently similar words is appropriate: notably, the words *bein* (leg) and *schenkel* (thigh) appear with approximately the same frequency, and refer to the student’s own appendages about as often as they refer to the opponent’s. It is suggested, using this example, that the wrestling techniques described rely upon the accurate use of the upper and lower parts of the leg, depending on which word (*schenkel* or *bein*, respectively) is used (in other words, *bein* should be assumed to refer specifically to the lower part of the leg, as any action with the thigh may reasonable be assumed to be so labeled. At the same time, some indication of the important elements of the system can be gained, simply by examining the words that are used to describe it: the most common category of words are the verbs, and in particular, the verbs that refer to stepping, coming, going; this suggests a strong reliance on accurate footwork.
Organizational analysis

At first glance, “Ringer kunst” appears to be have some peculiarities to its organizational system. Perhaps the most notable example is the sequence of “breaks against the hook”, that is to say, techniques that defend against a leg hook. Plates 45 through 49 describe three different breaks against the hook, while plate 50 gives a break against those breaks (ie, a counter-defense):

Break against the break of the entering hook
I stay under him in his balance
and with my right arm I force his left arm out
just exactly
as if I would run him into the hook
but stay standing with my legs
Thereby I learn
if he can break the entering hook
If he can,
then he comes to it
then I come with my right over his breast
and bring him back over my right knee
but if he cannot
then I take the hook with his help.

What is interesting about this sequence is that the hook itself is not described until later in the book (plate 58: The entering of the hook). In effect, what we see here is a series of defenses against a technique, as well as a counter-defense with the possibility of entering the technique, and only then the actual technique itself. The discovery of this sequence led me to create an index of the 85 pieces. Acknowledging that some techniques actually are described over the course of two or three pieces (each page of the book is described, by von Auerswald, as a separate piece), the index quickly reveals that all of the breaks or counters come in plates 38 through 57, and that the final eight plates of the book are a special reference to an outdated form of sport wrestling, where one player stands with his foot in a hole, and the other hops on one leg (other references to this are seen in Tahlhofer’s 1459 manuscript, as well as other sources).

With some analysis of the techniques that are described before and after the section on breaks, it becomes clear that the book is basically divided into several sections:

- Plates 1-30: Entering techniques
- Plates 31-37: Techniques for “rough people”
- Plates 38-57: Breaks and counter-breaks
- Plates 58-77: Finishing techniques
- Plates 78-85: Wrestling in the hole
Taken from this perspective, the development of techniques in the original example becomes clear: the student of von Auerswald’s system is expected to first learn the fundamentals of wrestling, including techniques that allow one to safely enter into engagement, to capture the opponent’s hips and constrain his movement, and to manipulate his arms and legs. Having learned these basics, the student is then taught a few techniques for dealing with an overly violent opponent (interestingly, plates 1-30 and 38-85 all show the same, consistently recognizable player acting as von Auerswald’s opponent, while plates 31-37, the rough techniques, use a different opponent from the rest of the book). After this, the reader is taught how to counter his opponent’s techniques-- in most cases, we have not yet learned to execute those techniques, ourselves, but the descriptions of the counters give us adequate information to recognize the situation: it is not required that we be able to perform the hook, in order that we learn to defend against it. Then, at last, having learned to defend ourselves, we are taught finishing techniques, which will throw the opponent to the ground, or (in a few cases) break his limbs. Lastly, we are given a diversion into a historical style of wrestling (antiquated even in von Auerswald’s time, according to his own comments on it).
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